Abstract. The wide-field plate database of the Golosiiv Observatory is described.
The Main Astronomical Observatory of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, which is located in the Golosiiv district of Kiev (140 m above sea level), possesses a large collection of wide-field plates, consisting of more than 12000 negatives obtained in 1950 to 1995. Most of them were taken with two instruments: the double long-focus astrograph (LFA) (D/F=400/5500, field 2x2 degrees) and the double wide-angle astrograph (WAA) (D/F=400/2000, field 8x8 degrees). This was done within the framework of several large observational projects, undertaken from the 1950s to the 1960s with a second epoch of observations from the 1970s to the 1990s.
Almost all of the LFA projects were proper motion surveys which constituted the photographic parts of the Faint Stars Catalogue project. They included areas with galaxies and fundamental stars, variable stars (long-period, semiregular and novae), and the special program areas with open and globular clusters as well as in the neighborhood of close and visual binaries and stellar associations. The time covered by the 5500 plates is 35 years (Tables 1  and 2 ). Some of the plates were taken with a hexagonal objective diaphragm to separate close objects, and the others were taken with the objective grating. Almost all of them were taken with two or more exposures for the determination of the magnitude equation or for photometric purposes. 
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Another important set of photographic observations is of the Solar system objects (major planets and their satellites, minor planets and comets), which were started in the 1950s with LFA. After the WAA was mounted in 1976, observations of the Solar system objects continued with two astrographs (Tables 1 and 2 ). The most active program of photographic observations of comets was carried out during the Halley comet appearance in early 1980s within the framework of the SOPROG project to support the VEGA and the GIOTTO space missions to the comet.
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The plates of the Moon were obtained during the period from the 1950s to the 1980s with LFA to study the marginal zone of the Moon and, later on, to determine its accurate position and the absolute orientation of the selenodetic reference frame (Table 1) Table 3 gives the actual limiting magnitude after the evaluations made on the basis of photoelectric standards of the MEGA project. The plate archive database (with a total size of about 1.8 Mb) was created in the FOXBASE + environment to systematize the data. At present it consists of several independent basic files of identical structure and common data (number, center, date, etc.), in accordance with major observational projects, and some supplementary files with specific data and structure, depending on the data they contain. The database is operated through two user interfaces with a flexible multi-level menu system for data maintenance and extraction. At present, we are correcting and testing our database, entering into it the information from some specific projects that are now underway. We plan to complete it this year.
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